
Display Instruments 

The combination of functionality, superior 
design, precision mechanics and electro-
nics constitute paragon’s central field of 
activity in the area of cockpit instru-
ments. Instruments from paragon re-
present a design highlight in many pre-
mium vehicles. Their potential is realized 
in their aesthetics, appeal and function as 
single, double and triple instrument clus-
ters.  



Products 

paragon is a competent partner for light technology (reflected light, transmitted light, illuminated hands) or 
2D and 3D dials. Customers appreciate in particular paragon’s expertise in metal dials and high-quality appli-
qués. Furthermore, paragon has a wealth of knowledge about metal hands and metal hand clasps that are 
manufactured using micro injection molding. In collaboration with long-standing, experienced suppliers, para-
gon has created innovative display systems in the automotive segment. 

 

Special emphasis should be put on the combination of a classic round instrument with a TFT monitor. In this 
design with a freely configurable display and an analog instrument with two hands on one axis, including 
variable illumination, this instrument cluster currently stands alone in the global automobile market. 

 

Possible applications range from stop watches to level indicators and charge indicators (in particular for 
electric and hybrid vehicles) and even a compass for SUVs and offroad vehicles. Using the electronics develo-
ped by paragon, the compass display can be extended to include a slope and gradient indicator which will 
function independently of a GPS receiver present in the vehicle.  



References 

Numerous automotive manufacturers rely on paragon’s competence in instruments. paragon supplies OEMs 
directly.  

Customers (excerpt) 

 Audi Rolls Royce Bentley BMW Bugatti 

 Continental Smart MAN Porsche Iveco 

paragon’s main focus is to respond rapidly, flexibly and efficiently to customer’s requests. This enables pa-
ragon to create instrument solutions of the highest quality and at an attractive price. 

Electronics and the finest craftsmanship complement one another in a unique way in the creation of visually 
appealing display components that make the interior of the vehicle something to be experienced. Instru-
ments from paragon combine function and elegance. They create an atmosphere in which all of the vehic-
le’s occupants feel comfortable and secure.  
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Technology 

Concurrent with development, paragon performs lighting technology studies on the instruments to achieve opti-
mal results. The studies are performed not only on the complete instruments but also single components such as 
fiber optics and indicator hands. The interaction of all single components is required for an optimal development 
result which meets customers’ exact expectations . 

Technical changes and errors reserved. 

In addition to the design elements, the electronics play a key role. Almost all of the clocks are integrated in a 
CAN or LIN bus system. paragon was a pioneer in bringing continuous indicator hand movement, similar to that 
of a high-end wrist watch, to series production in the automobile. The instruments are generally powered by 
stepper motors from paragon’s own highly automated production, providing both development and production 
autonomy for the key components of the display instruments. 

 

Camera-based EOL systems and indicator units monitored for force and path in production ensure that high quali-
ty requirements are met. Traceability is practiced actively; paragon will perform a screening or a test run on a 
customer’s request. 

 

Individual packaging and logistics concepts developed jointly with the customer round out paragon’s offering for 
instruments.  

Light density distribution 


